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Structural, electronic, and mechanical properties of graphene islands grown by depositing carbon

atoms directly onto a hot single crystal Ag(110) surface are experimentally investigated. First,

graphene nano-islands with morphologies tuned by carbon flux and substrate temperatures are

fabricated. Moir�e superstructures are found to be superposed on the graphene islands, correspond-

ing to the islands’ varied orientations and periodicities with respect to the underlying Ag(110) sub-

strate. Both Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy indicate a weak interaction

between graphene and the substrate, which is further confirmed by scanning tunnelling microscopy

tip induced graphene flake movement. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984093]

Graphene has aroused extensive interest due to its fasci-

nating physical properties such as quantum electronic trans-

port,1,2 tunable bandgap,3 high elasticity,4 and high quantum

efficiency for light–matter interactions5,6 since its isolation

in 2004.7 Among the various fabrication methods, epitaxial

growth on transition metal substrates8–15 has been reported

to yield large scale, single crystal continuous graphene.

Nevertheless, the interaction between graphene and general

transition metal substrates greatly affects the intrinsic elec-

tronic structure of graphene,10,14,15 leaving the vibrational

states of pristine graphene invisible in the Raman spectra.16

Compelling evidence has been published for wide applica-

bility of silver, a chemically inert noble metal, as a substrate

for the fabrication of other 2D materials, such as silicene17,18

and borophene,19,20 as well as in surface-enhanced plasmonic

studies.21 Therefore, graphene on silver is an attractive system

for attempts to integrate graphene with other 2D materials, as

well as plasmonic property studies. However, due to silver’s

low melting point and chemical inertness, research into grow-

ing graphene on a silver surface has been limited; only few

works have been published, employing Ag(111)22,23 and

Ag(001).24 Compared with these smooth silver surfaces, the

Ag(110) surface has parallel atomic channels along the [1 1 0]

direction with a width of 4 Å, which will certainly induce

anisotropy and diversity in the materials on top, e.g., aligned

functional organic nanoribbon has been fabricated on this sur-

face recently.25 In addition, one of the most exciting graphene

research frontiers is the fabrication of quasi-free-standing

graphene nanoribbons or nano-islands, which are believed to

possess peculiar electronic and magnetic properties,26 such as

tunable bandgaps,3 localized edge stages,27,28 and spin

polarization.29,30

Here, we report growth of quasi-free-standing graphene

nano-islands by depositing carbon atoms directly onto a hot

single-crystal Ag(110) surface. By changing the deposition

flux and substrate temperatures, we fabricate graphene nano-

islands with different morphologies on a single crystal

Ag(110) surface. Atomic-resolved scanning tunnelling

microscopy (STM) images reveal that the nano-islands

assume different orientations on the substrate, leading to dif-

ferent “strip like” moir�e superstructures. With accurately

measured relative orientations of graphene and Ag(110) sur-

face, we build geometrical models for the moir�e superstruc-

tures of graphene on the Ag(110) surface, which show good

agreement with the experimental morphology. Scanning

tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) spectra taken from graphene

nanoflakes clearly reveal intrinsic graphene electronic prop-

erties. In addition, vibrational peaks in the Raman spectra

are characteristic of pristine graphene, indicating a weak

interaction between the graphene nano-islands and the

Ag(110) surface, which is further confirmed by a graphene

nanoflake being moved by the STM tip during detailed STM

measurements.

More specifically, our experiments were carried out in a

homemade ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) STM31 system with

base pressure lower than 2� 10�10 mbar. The single crystal

Ag(110) (roughness<30 nm, orientation accuracy<0.1�,
MaTeck Company) was prepared in a ultrahigh vacuum by

repeated cycles of Neþ ion sputtering and subsequent anneal-

ing at 770 K until a clean, atomically flat surface was con-

firmed by STM imaging. A solid carbon source in a rod form

was degassed by a sublimation process with a homemade

e-beam evaporator in the UHV chamber for 2 h before gra-

phene growth. The carbon atoms were evaporated by using

an e-beam evaporator with different fluxes during the experi-

ment, while the substrate Ag(110) was kept at elevated tem-

perature. For the purposes of this paper, monolayer (ML) is

defined as the amount of graphene that entirely covers the

substrate surface. All the STM images were taken in-situ
using the constant-current mode at room temperature with
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bias applied to the sample. The STS spectra were taken at

low temperature by cooling both the sample and the scanner

down to 100 K, using a continuous cooling method. Raman

spectra were acquired ex-situ by using a Renishaw spectrom-

eter at 532 nm with 1 mW power.

Generally, graphene growth by chemical vapor deposi-

tion (CVD) involves two processes: breaking of carbon

bonds in the precursor and formation of carbon bonds in the

graphene. In particular, in the cases of different transition

metals, during graphene growth, they serve not only as the

substrate but also as a catalyst for breaking and formation of

carbon bonds. Due to silver’s inertness and low melting tem-

perature, it is next to impossible to grow graphene on silver

surface via normal CVD.

To enable the carbon bonds to break and fresh ones to

form, in the present work we employed a pure carbon rod as

the precursor, melted the carbon rod using an e-beam evapora-

tor, and then directly spread isolated carbon atoms onto a

hot Ag(110) surface. The substrate was kept at around 770 K

during the graphene growth. A schematic of the experiment

appears in Fig. 1(a). A typical atomic channel along the [1 1 0]

direction is indicated by the blue arrow. We find that very low

carbon flux is critical for graphene growth on Ag(110). Figure

1(b) shows the morphology of a graphene nano-island grown

with a carbon flux of 0.57 ML/h, while keeping the substrate at

770 K. Obviously, the graphene nano-island has a dendrite-like

structure, with many white clusters localized both in the center

and at the growth front of the nano-islands.

To study the influence of the carbon flux on the gra-

phene nano-islands’ morphology, we grew graphene with a

flux of 0.57 ML/h for 20 min and then switched to 0.09 ML/

h for another 20 min; one resulting graphene nano-island is

shown in Fig. 1(c). Comparing Fig. 1(b) with Fig. 1(c), we

can see that a white cluster exists in the center of each of the

graphene nano-islands, and the growth front of the nano-

island in Fig. 1(c) is free of white clusters. Therefore, we

conclude that the central white cluster serves as the growth

seed of the graphene nano-island, and with low carbon flux,

the deposited carbon atoms have enough time to move to the

nanoflake’s edges before too many new carbon atoms land,

resulting in a cluster-free growth front, see Fig. 1(c).

On the other hand, if the carbon flux is too high, newly

arrived carbon atoms accumulate with the previously depos-

ited carbon atoms before the latter reach the growth front of

the nano-island, so white clusters form on the surface, see

Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(d) shows the typical morphology of a

graphene nano-island grown at a rate of 0.09ML/h while

keeping the substrate at 800 K. Obviously, there are fewer

white clusters both in the center and in the growth front.

Furthermore, comparing the graphene nano-islands grown in

the three different procedures, we see that the shape gradu-

ally evolves from the dendrite-like structure to a fairly uni-

form, smooth-edged structure with decreasing flux and

increasing substrate temperature. Therefore, lower carbon

flux and higher substrate temperature favor the formation of

uniform, smooth-edged graphene nano-islands with fewer

white clusters on the surface.

To get a clear understanding of the orientation and struc-

ture of the graphene nano-islands on Ag(110), high-resolved

STM images were obtained, as shown in Fig. 2. From the

atomic-resolution images of the substrate, we identify the

[1 1 0] direction of the atomic channel on the surface, as

indicated by the blue arrow in Fig. 2(a). All the angles exhib-

ited in other images are relative to the [1 1 0] direction.

Here, we have designated the counterclockwise direction as

positive and clockwise as negative. Obviously, the three

adjacent graphene nano-islands in Fig. 2(a) have assumed

different atomic orientations, depicted by the black arrows,

which is the main reason for the gaps between them,

highlighted by the white dashed lines.

During the experiment, in addition to elucidating the

atomic structure of the graphene nano-islands, we detected

some larger modulated structures on the graphene nano-

islands, indicated by green and red ovals in Figs. 2(b) and

2(c). These two figures are atomic-resolved STM images

which clearly show the details of the relationship between

the atomic structure of the graphene lattice and the larger

modulations indicated by the green and red ovals.

Obviously, for graphene islands with differing orientations,

both the size and orientation of the larger pattern of modula-

tion vary a lot. One possible explanation for these larger

modulated structures is moir�e superstructures arising from

the lattice mismatch between the graphene and the underly-

ing Ag(110) substrate. To verify this hypothesis, we con-

structed a geometrical model by directly superposing the

graphene lattice on Ag(110) substrate and tuning the relative

orientation between them to the same angle as observed in

the experiment, as depicted in Fig. 2(d). Comparing the

high-resolution STM image in Fig. 2(c) with the geometrical

model in Fig. 2(d), we can see that both the graphene atomic

FIG. 1. Experimental schematic and STM images of the graphene nano-island

grown in different experimental conditions on Ag(110). (a) Schematic of direct

growth of graphene nano-islands on Ag(110). (b) Fractal morphology of the

graphene nano-island on Ag(110) fabricated by growing at a rate of 0.57 ML/

h, while keeping the substrate at 770 K. (c) Typical morphology of the gra-

phene nano-island fabricated by growing at a rate of 0.57 ML/h for 20 min and

then switching to a 0.09 ML/h for another 20 min, with the substrate kept at

770 K. (d) Typical morphology of the graphene nano-island fabricated by

growing at a rate of 0.09 ML/h while keeping the substrate at 800 K.
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lattice and the larger modulation structures agree very well

in these two pictures, which clearly confirms that these larger

modulation structures are moir�e superstructures.

By further analysis of the geometric model, one can see

that the oval highlighted areas share a common relative posi-

tion between the atoms from graphene and the underlying

substrate. The modulation of the relative position between

atoms from the graphene and the underlying substrate intro-

duces corresponding modulation of the electronic density of

states (DOS) and then leads to the periodic moir�e superstruc-

tures detected in the STM characterization. Furthermore,

since even slight rotation of the graphene lattice produces a

large difference in the moir�e superstructures, as shown in

Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the moir�e superstructures could be

employed as a magnification of graphene rotation.

Therefore, from the various moir�e superstructures on the gra-

phene nano-islands, we conclude that graphene regions with

different orientations are common on the Ag(110) surface.

Considering previous work regarding graphene on transition

metals, rotation domains usually appear on metals with a

weak interaction with the graphene, such as Pt(111)32 and

Ir(111),33,34 rather than metals with a strong interaction with

the graphene, such as Ru(0001).13 Therefore, we can assume

a fairly weak interaction between the graphene and the

underlying Ag(110) substrate.

To explore the interaction between graphene nano-

islands and the underlying Ag(110) surface, we carried out

in-situ local STS measurements. Figure 3(a) shows a high-

resolution STM image of a graphene nano-island on Ag(110),

wherein atomic resolution of both graphene and the Ag(110)

substrate has been obtained, with unit cells highlighted by a

black diamond and a blue rectangle, respectively.

To get detailed knowledge of the electronic properties

of the nano-islands, STS measurements were carried out at

five different points along the green dashed line in Fig. 3(a),

obtaining the respective STS curves in Fig. 3(b). Comparing

spots 1 and 2 on the bare Ag(110) surface, both of their STS

curves are fairly flat; however, for the spot closer to the gra-

phene nano-island, the electronic density of states rises in

both positive and negative voltage ranges. We attribute these

rises in the STS curve to the size effect of the STM tip,

which is usually tens of nanometers; thus, the electronic den-

sity of states of graphene will be superposed when the spot is

too close to a graphene nanoflake. Curve 3, taken on the

edge of a graphene nanoflake, shows more enhancement of

the electronic density of states in both the positive and nega-

tive ranges. When the tip was moved to points 4 and 5 on the

graphene nano-island, a clear V-shape appeared, clearly

resembling the Dirac cone structure of intrinsic graphene.

From the local minimum of the dI/dV curve with the gaplike

feature35–37 around the Fermi energy, the position of the

Dirac point is estimated in the range of �20 mV to �45 mV,

indicating an electron doping from the underline Ag(110)

substrate.

As Raman spectroscopy has been widely used in charac-

terizing the properties of graphene materials, we employed it

to characterize the physical properties of these nano-islands.

The Raman spectra were acquired ex-situ using a Renishaw

spectrometer at 532 nm with 1 mW power. Figure 3(c) shows

a typical Raman spectrum of graphene nano-islands

on Ag(110); the common peaks of graphene, such as D

(�1347.5 cm�1), G (1595.6 cm�1), and 2D (2689 cm�1), can

be observed. In addition, the spectrum includes one shoulder

at 1624 cm�1 and another peak at 2942.7 cm�1, which corre-

spond, respectively, to the defect-related D’ peak and the

DþG peak.38,39 The distinct D peak and the appearance of

the D’ shoulder and DþG peak are usually related to edge

defects of single-crystal graphene domains as well as point

defects within the basal plane.40 Here, the I(D)/I(D’) ratio is

around �3.5, which has been linked to a higher concentra-

tion of edge defects as opposed to vacancy defects and sp3

hybridizations in the basal plane.41 Considering that the laser

spot size is larger than 1 lm and most of the graphene nano-

islands grown in this work are only tens of nano-meters, it is

obvious that the proportion of edge defects is much greater

than that would be found in large scale, continuous graphene

grown on a transition metal surface.10,13,32 However, in most

graphene directly grown on a transition metal surface, no

Raman signal could be detected, so the Raman signal from

graphene nano-islands on Ag(110) provides convincing evi-

dence for the weak interaction between the graphene and the

underlying Ag(110) surface.

Furthermore, detailed STM examination shows that a

graphene nano-island can be moved by the STM tip during

the normal scanning process. Figures 3(d) and 3(e) present

two successive STM images of the same graphene nano-

island with the same scanning parameters of �1.0 V and

0.1 nA, and notably, one flake of the graphene nano-island,

highlighted by the blue dashed line, was moved, as revealed

by the difference between Figs. 3(d) and 3(e). This kind of

tip-induced graphene movement has been reported only on

graphite42 and gold substrates,43 both of which interact very

FIG. 2. Different rotation angles and moir�e superstructures of graphene

nano-islands on Ag(110). (a) Three discontinuous graphene nano-islands on

the Ag(110) surface with the arrows indicating the atomic orientations with

respect to the [1 1 0] direction of the substrate. (b) and (c) at atomic resolu-

tion show the moir�e superstructures on graphene nano-islands with different

rotation angles on Ag(110). (d) Geometric model of graphene on Ag(110)

with the same rotation angle as in Fig. 2(c), which produces the same moir�e
superstructure indicated by the red ellipses.
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weakly with the graphene on top. Therefore, considering in-
situ local STS spectra, tip manipulation, and macroscopic

Raman data together, we conclude that the graphene nano-

islands grown on Ag(110) interact very weakly with the sub-

strate and behave like quasi-free-standing graphene.

In summary, we successfully fabricated quasi-free

standing graphene nano-islands on the Ag(110) surface with

a solid carbon source. By changing the deposition flux and

substrate temperature, graphene nano-islands with different

morphologies were fabricated. Atomic-resolved STM images

reveal that the graphene nanoflakes adopt different orienta-

tions on the substrate, leading to different “strip like” moir�e
superstructures in the graphene. With accurately measured

relative angles between graphene and the substrate, we build

a geometrical model to simulate the moir�e superstructures of

the graphene sheet, which shows good agreement with the

experimental data. STS spectra taken from the nano-islands

clearly reveal intrinsic graphene electronic properties.

Observation of the pristine graphene vibrational peaks in the

Raman spectra also indicates a very weak interaction

between the graphene and the Ag(110) surface. The weak

interaction is further confirmed by noting that a nano-flake

was moved by the STM tip. Considering the plasma

enhancement effect of the silver surface, these quasi-free

standing graphene nano-islands on Ag(110) are promising

for further studies of graphene plasmonic properties and

related graphene optoelectronic phenomena in the future.
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